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THE wave-front velocity in Maxwell-Lorentz elec
trodynamics and in nonlinear electrodynamics has 
been the subject of several studies. 1•2 Some of the 
references cited used the method of Levi-Civita, 
which is the simplest and clearest. We propose to 
use this method to analyze electrodynamics with 
higher derivatives. We shall restrict our consider
ations to fourth-order differential equations for the 
potential. 

First we use the Lagrangian formalism to obtain 
the general form of the equations of electrodynamics 
with higher derivatives. Since the correspondence 
principle must always remain fulfilled, let us as
sume that the Lagrangian density L depends on 
the two invariants It = HikHik/2 and Iz = 
Hik,Z Hik,Z, where, as usual, 

This last expression gives us the first group of 
equations, namely* 

H;h,l + Hkz,; + Hu,1. = 0. 

(1) 

(2) 

The second group is obtained from the variationally 
derived Euler-Lagrange equations 

Writing out Eq. (3) using the relations 

ar ar a11 
aA,.,k = ar; a A,., k 

etc., we obtain the general form of the second 
group of equations, namely 

AHih,h + BH;h, hll - 1- CH;kHzmlflm, k + D (Hn,Hzm,nlflrn,nk + 2HmnH mn,l Hn<,hl + 2H mnH mn,hHih,ll + 2HrnnHih,lH mn,hl 

+ 2H;k,rHmn,l<ffmn,l) + 0 (ff mn,pHmn,lplfih,hl + If mn,pH mn ,kpffik, ll + Hih, zfi mn,,,kH m,npl + Hih,llf mn,pffmn, hlp) (4) 

+ Gffmnfl prffmn,hlf pr,zfi;h,l + K (ff mnH mn klfih,lff ns,plf ns,pl + HmnH mn,llfih,lffrs,plfrs,pk) + Mff;k,llfmn,pffrs,tff mn, pllfrs, tk = 0 

(A= aL;ai1 , s = 2aL;a12, c = a2Lfaii, D = a2Lfai1ai 2 , 

0 = 2a2L;an, G = iPLfaJiai2, K = a3Lfai]ai~. M = 2a3L;an). 

The wave front is a surface of weak discontinuity. 
In the present case all the Hik and all but their 
very highest derivatives are continuous on the waye 
front, that is, all but the Hik,Zmn- According to 
the method we are using, we must find the differ
ences which occur in Eqs. (2) and (4) when passing 
through the wave front. Writing hik,Zmn for the 
nonvanishing differences of the Hik zmn• Eqs. (2) 
and (4) give ' 

h;k,lmm + hkl,imm + hu, krnm = 0, 

Bh;k,kll + 0flih,zlfmn,phmn,pkl = 0. (5) 

Let us consider a plane front. Let E =Ex ( z, t) 
and H = Hy ( z, t ), which means that H14 ( x3, x4) 
and Ht3 ( x3, ~) do not vanish. Writing the rela
tions 

ties in the second derivatives give 

h;k,lm4 = ivh;k,lm3 

v = lim (i~x3j ~x4) as ~x4 __,. 0. 
(6) 

It can be shown, using (2), (5), and (6), that the 
index 4 in Eq. (5) can be replaced by 3 if the addi
tional factor iv is added (for instance, ht4 444 = 
v4ht3, 333 ). Then dividing by ht3, 333 and writi~g the 
result in three-dimensional vector form, Eq. (5) 
gives 

(1 + 2('/,E~,t) v4 - 4('/,Ex,tEx,zV3 - 2 (1 + 2r;.Ex,tff u.z 

- 4('/,E~.z) v2 - 8('/,H x, ,H u.zv + 1 + 2('/,H!,z = 0, (7) 

where a = rE /B. 
Thus in electrodynamics with higher derivatives, 

as in nonlinear electrodynamics, a wave front has 
in general four velocities of propagation different 
from the velocity of light in vacuo. 

A special case is rE = 0 (or a = 0 ), i.e., 
for points in front of and behind the wave front and L = f (It) + bi2 /2 (the electrodynamics of Bopp 
taking the differences, we find that the discontinui- and Podolsky is of this kind). It is easily seen 
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that in this case (7) yields v = 1, which is the 
velocity of light in vacuo. 

The author expresses his gratitude to Profes
sor D. Ivanenko for discussing the work. 

*Here Ak is the four-vector whose components are Ax, Ay, 
Az, and iq>, and Ak,l "' aAk/ axz; we set c = 1. 
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SrMON and Welton1 and Shirokov2 have obtained 
the selection rules for a reaction of the type 
a + b - c + d in the form of relations between 
the polarization vectors and tensors. They as
sume that the initial state is not polarized. The 
present communication gives a derivation of the 
selection rules for any arbitrarily-polarized 
initial state. We shall use Shirokov's notation2 
and assume that all the particles have nonvanish
ing rest mass. 

Consider the statistical tensors of the final 
state in the a + b - c + d reaction, 

(1) 

which depend essentially on the parameters of the 
rotation g0gii1 which carries the za, Ya. xa co
ordinate system into the zc, y c• Xc coordinate 
system. The first of these systems is associated 
with the initial state, the za axis being parallel 
to na, and the Ya axis being perpendicular to 

the production plane of particle a. The second of 
these systems has zc parallel to nc, and Yc 
in the direction of the cross product na x nc. 
Here ni is the unit vector along the direction 
of motion of particle i, and q is the rank of 
the statistical tensors. The spin indices T are 
defined in terms of these particular coordinate 
systems. With this choice of coordinate 
systems, the Euler angles for the rotation 
gcga1 are {- 1r, 00 , 1r- CfJc }, where ec and 
cp 0 are the spherical angles of the unit vector 
nc in the za, Ya. xa coordinate system (see 
Shirokov2) . 

Let the state obtained from the initial one by 
space reflection be characterized by the statisti
cal tensor PI . Under the reflection the za and 
z 0 axes, chosen along the momenta of particles 
a and c, change direction, while the Ya and 
y 0 axes remain invariant. The spherical angles 
80 1 and CfJci of the reflected - nc vector in the 
reflected { za, Ya• xah coordinate system are 

(2) 

The spin operators remain invariant under reflec
tion. If e0 and cp 0 are replaced by Ocr and CfJci 
in Eq. (1), we obtain the p]: statistical tensors 
from p'; the spin indices T of the new PI ten
sors must be quantized with respect to the old 
nonreflected zc, y0 , xc system. Since there
flected {z0 , y0 , x0 h coordinate system differs 
from the initial one only by rotation through an 
angle 1r about the Yc axis, the transformation 
properties of the statistical tensors2 lead to the 
equations 

'\:1 qd 
p~(q, "c• qd, 'ta; &c, -rp,) = LJ Dqc '(0, 7t,O)D '(0, 7t, 0) 

c t , , -r:c-r:c 'fd-rd 

(3) 

Here the spin indices T are quantized with re
spect to their own proper coordinate systems. 
Since D~r' ( 0, 1r, 0) = ( -1 )q+r o7 -T' (see Shiro
kov2 and Gel'fand and Shapiro3 ), Eq. (3) leads to 

(4) 

The law of parity conservation may be stated in 
the following way: if the initial statistical tensors 
p are replaced by the reflected tensors PI• the 
tensors p" of the products of the reaction are 
the tensors PI which are obtained from p' by 
Eq. (4). In other words, if the statistical tensors 
p' are written p' = F ( p), then 

(5) 


